
Privacy Film Program



The Designtex Privacy Film collection consists of geometric patterns printed in varying 

opacities at different scales to create gradating effects for glass film. These patterns help 

provide privacy and confidentiality for users of any glass walled space. Eight different base 

patterns with three levels of opacity allow users to dial in the amount privacy for their specific 

application. For more information, please contact your Designtex Sales Representative.

LIGHT PRIVACYWIDTH

48”

58”

MEDIUM PRIVACY HEAVY PRIVACY

Standard Privacy Film Patterns

Small Alternating Dot

Artwork at 100% scale. 
White represents white ink, grey represents clear

NOTE:  All panels ship at 118” high.  Clear can be trimmed from the top to suit desired height.

SAMPLE PART #: MSIGF S1

Floor -

7.5”  (clear)

(clear - height will vary)

27.5 -

20”  (fade in)

77.5 -

10”  (fade out)

67.5 -

40”  (most dense)

Designed for sit-stand
environment.

p. 2

SIGF S1 L48

SIGF S1 L58

SIGF S1 M48

SIGF S1 M58

SIGF S1 H48

SIGF S1 H58



The Designtex Privacy Film collection consists of geometric patterns printed in varying 

opacities at different scales to create gradating effects for glass film. These patterns help 

provide privacy and confidentiality for users of any glass walled space. Eight different base 

patterns with three levels of opacity allow users to dial in the amount privacy for their specific 

application. For more information, please contact your Designtex Sales Representative.

LIGHT PRIVACYWIDTH

48”

58”

MEDIUM PRIVACY HEAVY PRIVACY

Standard Privacy Film Patterns

Large Alternating Dot

Artwork at 100% scale. 
White represents white ink, grey represents clear

NOTE:  All panels ship at 118” high.  Clear can be trimmed from the top to suit desired height.

Floor -

7.5”  (clear)

(clear - height will vary)

27.5 -

20”  (fade in)

77.5 -

10”  (fade out)

67.5 -

40”  (most dense)

Designed for sit-stand
environment.

p. 3

SIGF S2 L48

SIGF S2 L58

SIGF S2 M48

SIGF S2 M58

SIGF S2 H48

SIGF S2 H58

SAMPLE PART #: MSIGF S2



The Designtex Privacy Film collection consists of geometric patterns printed in varying 

opacities at different scales to create gradating effects for glass film. These patterns help 

provide privacy and confidentiality for users of any glass walled space. Eight different base 

patterns with three levels of opacity allow users to dial in the amount privacy for their specific 

application. For more information, please contact your Designtex Sales Representative.

LIGHT PRIVACYWIDTH

48”

58”

MEDIUM PRIVACY HEAVY PRIVACY

Standard Privacy Film Patterns

Small Alternating Dot + Gradient

Artwork at 100% scale. 
White represents white ink, grey represents glass

NOTE:  All panels ship at 118” high.  Clear can be trimmed from the top to suit desired height.

Floor -

7.5”  (clear)

(clear - height will vary)

27.5 -

20”  (fade in)

77.5 -

10”  (fade out)

67.5 -

40”  (most dense)

Designed for sit-stand
environment.

p. 4

SIGF S3 L48

SIGF S3 L58

SIGF S3 M48

SIGF S3 M58

SIGF S3 H48

SIGF S3 H58

SAMPLE PART #: MSIGF S3



The Designtex Privacy Film collection consists of geometric patterns printed in varying 

opacities at different scales to create gradating effects for glass film. These patterns help 

provide privacy and confidentiality for users of any glass walled space. Eight different base 

patterns with three levels of opacity allow users to dial in the amount privacy for their specific 

application. For more information, please contact your Designtex Sales Representative.

LIGHT PRIVACYWIDTH

48”

58”

MEDIUM PRIVACY HEAVY PRIVACY

Standard Privacy Film Patterns

Large Alternating Dot + Gradient

Artwork at 100% scale. 
White represents white ink, grey represents glass

NOTE:  All panels ship at 118” high.  Clear can be trimmed from the top to suit desired height.

Floor -

7.5”  (clear)

(clear - height will vary)

27.5 -

20”  (fade in)

77.5 -

10”  (fade out)

67.5 -

40”  (most dense)

Designed for sit-stand
environment.

p. 5

SIGF S4 L48

SIGF S4 L58

SIGF S4 M48

SIGF S4 M58

SIGF S4 H48

SIGF S4 H58

SAMPLE PART #: MSIGF S4



The Designtex Privacy Film collection consists of geometric patterns printed in varying 

opacities at different scales to create gradating effects for glass film. These patterns help 

provide privacy and confidentiality for users of any glass walled space. Eight different base 

patterns with three levels of opacity allow users to dial in the amount privacy for their specific 

application. For more information, please contact your Designtex Sales Representative.

LIGHT PRIVACYWIDTH

48”

58”

MEDIUM PRIVACY HEAVY PRIVACY

Standard Privacy Film Patterns

Small Closer Grid Dot

Artwork at 100% scale. 
White represents white ink, grey represents clear

NOTE:  All panels ship at 118” high.  Clear can be trimmed from the top to suit desired height.

Floor -

7.5”  (clear)

(clear - height will vary)

27.5 -

20”  (fade in)

77.5 -

10”  (fade out)

67.5 -

40”  (most dense)

Designed for sit-stand
environment.

p. 6

SIGF S5 L48

SIGF S5 L58

SIGF S5 M48

SIGF S5 M58

SIGF S5 H48

SIGF S5 H58

SAMPLE PART #: MSIGF S5



The Designtex Privacy Film collection consists of geometric patterns printed in varying 

opacities at different scales to create gradating effects for glass film. These patterns help 

provide privacy and confidentiality for users of any glass walled space. Eight different base 

patterns with three levels of opacity allow users to dial in the amount privacy for their specific 

application. For more information, please contact your Designtex Sales Representative.

LIGHT PRIVACYWIDTH

48”

58”

MEDIUM PRIVACY HEAVY PRIVACY

Standard Privacy Film Patterns

Large Closer Grid Dot

Artwork at 100% scale. 
White represents white ink, grey represents clear

NOTE:  All panels ship at 118” high.  Clear can be trimmed from the top to suit desired height.

Floor -

7.5”  (clear)

(clear - height will vary)

27.5 -

20”  (fade in)

77.5 -

10”  (fade out)

67.5 -

40”  (most dense)

Designed for sit-stand
environment.

p. 7

SIGF S6 L48

SIGF S6 L58

SIGF S6 M48

SIGF S6 M58

SIGF S6 H48

SIGF S6 H58

SAMPLE PART #: MSIGF S6



The Designtex Privacy Film collection consists of geometric patterns printed in varying 

opacities at different scales to create gradating effects for glass film. These patterns help 

provide privacy and confidentiality for users of any glass walled space. Eight different base 

patterns with three levels of opacity allow users to dial in the amount privacy for their specific 

application. For more information, please contact your Designtex Sales Representative.

LIGHT PRIVACYWIDTH

48”

58”

MEDIUM PRIVACY HEAVY PRIVACY

Standard Privacy Film Patterns

Small Closer Grid Dot + Gradient

Artwork at 100% scale. 
White represents white ink, grey represents glass

NOTE:  All panels ship at 118” high.  Clear can be trimmed from the top to suit desired height.

Floor -

7.5”  (clear)

(clear - height will vary)

27.5 -

20”  (fade in)

77.5 -

10”  (fade out)

67.5 -

40”  (most dense)

Designed for sit-stand
environment.

p. 8

SIGF S7 L48

SIGF S7 L58

SIGF S7 M48

SIGF S7 M58

SIGF S7 H48

SIGF S7 H58

SAMPLE PART #: MSIGF S7



The Designtex Privacy Film collection consists of geometric patterns printed in varying 

opacities at different scales to create gradating effects for glass film. These patterns help 

provide privacy and confidentiality for users of any glass walled space. Eight different base 

patterns with three levels of opacity allow users to dial in the amount privacy for their specific 

application. For more information, please contact your Designtex Sales Representative.

LIGHT PRIVACYWIDTH

48”

58”

MEDIUM PRIVACY HEAVY PRIVACY

Standard Privacy Film Patterns

Large Closer Grid Dot + Gradient

Artwork at 100% scale. 
White represents white ink, grey represents glass

NOTE:  All panels ship at 118” high.  Clear can be trimmed from the top to suit desired height.

Floor -

7.5”  (clear)

(clear - height will vary)

27.5 -

20”  (fade in)

77.5 -

10”  (fade out)

67.5 -

40”  (most dense)

Designed for sit-stand
environment.

p. 9

SIGF S8 L48

SIGF S8 L58

SIGF S8 M48

SIGF S8 M58

SIGF S8 H48

SIGF S8 H58

SAMPLE PART #: MSIGF S8




